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Who am I?

 Filip Reesalu

 Security Researcher @ Recorded Future, previously 
Software Engineer and Data Scientist
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Search Engine Hacking

 Also known as ‘dorking’

 Expose compromised or poorly configured servers

 Been around for many years, took off in 2002 when 

Johnny Long started collecting dorks (which later 

morphed into the Google Hacking Database)  



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_hacking#/media/File:GoogleDork

s_begin_-_08Dec2002.jpg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_hacking#/media/File:GoogleDorks_begin_-_08Dec2002.jpg


https://www.exploit-db.com/google-hacking-database/

https://www.exploit-db.com/google-hacking-database/


Webshell Dork



Why Dorking Still Matters

 Internet of Things – Toaster DDoS / Webcams

 Everything is online (for example industrial control 
systems) 

 Nothing has changed



http://www.wsj.com/articles/google-search-technique-aided-n-y-dam-hacker-in-iran-
1459122543

http://www.wsj.com/articles/google-search-technique-aided-n-y-dam-hacker-in-iran-1459122543


http://www.wsj.com/articles/google-search-technique-aided-n-y-dam-hacker-in-iran-
1459122543

http://www.wsj.com/articles/google-search-technique-aided-n-y-dam-hacker-in-iran-1459122543


Google vs. Bing

 Google has by far the best advanced operators, most 

dorks are geared for Google

 Bing filters a bunch of “dorky” results, limited advanced 

operators

 Google no longer has an API, Bing offers a good one!



Existing Tools and Issues

 All seem to be focused around single use

 Most seem to be closed source except for a handful of 
projects that get an initial commit and no updates

 A lot of fancy UI:s, nothing geared towards machine 
readable results

 Notables:

 SearchDiggity (closed source, last update 2013)



Dorky



How does it work?



Architecture

 Python

 Widely used.

 Mongo

 Free, easy to setup, easy to develop against.

 Werkzeug

 Powerful and lightweight. Powers Flask.



Included Search Engines

 Google

 Bing (API)

 Google Custom Search (API)

 Shodan (API)



Adding Dorks



Adding Dorks



Results



Results



Configuration

 Mongo database

 Search engines that are active (+API keys)

 Proxy setup for certain sites

 Filters for:

 Keywords (e.g. “dorking”)

 URL substrings (e.g. “github.com/search”)



Issues

 Results can be noisy depending on the query

 Rate limiting, API costs

 Requires continuous maintenance to account for API / 

website changes



Future Work

 Adding more search engines is definitely interesting! 

Some ideas include: GitHub, VirusTotal, HybridAnalysis, …

 Improve logging and error handling

 Adding a pipe to Elastic Search would be cool



Have at it!

 https://github.com/recordedfuture/dorky (MIT license)

 Send me an email at freesalu [a†] gmail [∂ot] com if you 
have any questions!

https://github.com/recordedfuture/dorky
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